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ABSTRACT 

The effect of O-linked glycosylation on peptide conformation has been studied in pursuit 

of understanding one of the natural roles of carbohydrates, and with an interest in drug 

design. Solution conformations were analyzed using a combination of NMR, molecular 

modeling, and kinetics techniques. Variations in peptide sequence, carbohydrate, and 

stereochemistry of the glycosidic linkage were made. Glycosylation of enkephalin 

analogs at the Ser^ position of the sequence Tyr- c-[D-cys-Gly-Phe-D-cys]-Ser-Gly-

CONHn with a glucose moiety affected only the exocyclic portion of the molecule. An 

a-Iinkage constrained the carbohydrate and lessened the impact on peptide conformation, 

when compared to a P-linkage. Glycosylation of nuclear pore protein models of the 

sequence c-[Cys-Ser-Pro-Ser-Thr-Cys] at the Ser"^ position increased turn formation at the 

Ser"*-Thr^ juncture, irrespective of carbohydrate identity or linkage. Glycosylation of the 

acyclic form of this sequence at Ser"* demonstrated no conformational differences. The 

initial conformation of the unglycosylated sequence is paramount in determining the 

potential impact of glycosylation. Glycosylation appears to restrict the extended 

conformation in the vj/ angle of its residue of attachment; the extent of impact depends on 

the population of conformers in the extended form. Glycosylation of a predominantly 

extended conformation will cause turn formation; glycosylation of a predominantly turn 

conformation will not significantly alter the conformation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Carbohydrates are presently considered the third dimension of molecular biology, 

behind proteins and nucleic acids. For years, carbohydrates were thought only to be useful 

for fuel and structural support, despite their unexplained prevalence as appendages to 

biomolecules such as proteins and lipids. The discovery of their modification in tumor cells' 

and their regulation of circulating glycoproteins^ initiated a search for other potential 

biological functions. Roles in cellular recognition, adhesion, differentiation, and 

development are now known.^ At the molecular level, glycosylation of a protein has been 

shown to affect its solubility and conformation. Peptides that demonstrate potential 

biological activity are currently in development as drugs. Most drugs, in order to be 

effective, must reach their site of action, bind to a receptor, and trigger a desired response. 

The ability of a drug to reach its potential site of action has been a great barrier in the 

development of neuropeptidic drugs whose site of action is in the brain. Glycosylation has 

shown great promise as a means to affect transport of this class of compounds. A 

peripherally administered enkephalin analog showed greater analgesic effect than its 

unglycosylated derivative. These same two analogs had shown equivalent analgesia when 

administered directiy into the brain - leading to the conclusion that the difference in effect 

is due to transport."* 

With peptidic drugs becoming viable treatments for disease,^ and glycosylation 

showing potential use as an effective means of transport within the body, the issue of 

glycosylation' s impact on a peptide backbone becomes of great interest. Since receptor 

binding and pharmacological activity appears dependent on molecular shape and receptor 
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TABLE 1: Abbreviations Used in This Work 

DQF-COSY Double Quantum Filtered Correlational Spectroscopy 

TOCSY Total Correlational Spectroscopy 

NOESY Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy 

ROESY Rotating Frame Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy 

Glc Glucose 

GicNAc N-acetyl-2-deoxy glucosamine 

GalNAc N-acetyI-2-deoxy galactosamine 

UV-Vis Ultraviolet-visible 

fit, the impact of glycosylation on a peptide's conformation must be considered or the 

added transport properties might lead only to better delivery of a less effective drug. 
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FIGURE 1: Amino acids found naturally glycosylated in glycoproteins and the carbohydrates 
most commonly found attached. While other carbohydrates are found in glycoproteins, they 
are not primarily attached to the peptide backbone. 

The impact of glycosylation on protein and peptide conformation has been studied 

before, albeit without regard to drug design. In the search for new biological roles for 

carbohydrates, the solution conformations of several naturally occurring glycoproteins have 

been studied with and without their respective sugars. Naturally occurring glycoproteins 

come in two types, iV-Iinked and O-linked. ^-linked glycoproteins have their carbohydrates 
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linked to the protein through a nitrogen in the side chain of Asn, while (9-Iinked 

glycoproteins have their carbohydrates attached to the protein through an oxygen, usually in 

the side chain of either Ser, Thr, Hydroxyproline, or Hydroxylysine. In the cases of 

hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine, the carbohydrate portion is usually larger than the protein 

portion and the molecules are called glycoaminoglycans. The Ser and Thr linkages usually 

have more protein than carbohydrate, and the molecules are known as glycoproteins. Figure 

I shows carbohydrates and linkages commonly found in glycoproteins. Since (^-linkage 

offers more variety in amino acid linkages in nature, and also h.?s shown use in drug delivery, 

the 0-Unkage is of greatest interest. Two groups of 0-Iinked glycoproteins have been 

studied: mucins and antifreeze glycoproteins. 

The mucins are found in the alimentary canal as well as the lungs, and are the body's 

first line of defense against bacterial and viral invasion. The carbohydrate portions of mucins 

have been found to give mucins their functional secondary structure of an extended rod-like 

conformation. Without the carbohydrate portion, the mucins are globular in nature and 

subsequently lose most of their effect on viscosity. Ovine submaxillary mucin (OSM) has 

been studied the most using light scattering,^ '^C NMR,^ rheology,^ and stochastic dynamics 

simulations.' OSM is composed of glycine (19%), serine (18%), threonine (14%), alanine 

(14%), and proline (11%)'® with most of the serine/threonine residues glycosylated with a-

NeuAc (2-6)a-GalNAc - O Ser/Thr." The extended rod-like conformation depends mostly 

on the 0-Iinked GalNAc rather than the terminal sialic acid.® Gycosylation was shown to 

constrain the a carbons of Ser/Thr residues significantly, while increasing the carbohydrate 

chain length made only a small impact.^ Greater constraint was also seen in the glycine alpha 
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carbons demonstrating that the impact of glycosylation extends beyond the residue of 

attachment. Modeling suggests that the expanded dimensions can be accounted for by 

steric/hydrogen-bond interactions within three residues of the glycosylation site.' 

Antifreeze glycoproteins (AFGP) are found in the blood of arctic fish and are 

responsible for their unusual freezing resistance.'^ There are at least eight varieties of AFGP, 

and most have the repeat unit (Ala-Thr-Aia)n with P-D-galactopyranosyl (1-3) 2-acetamido-

2-deoxy-a-D-galactopyranose (Gal P (l-3)-a-GalNAc) O-linked to each Thr.'^ CD and 

NMR studies of the glycoprotein show evidence of a flexible-rod conformation that has 

locally defined structure, but enough segmental mobility to destroy long-range order.''* Much 

work on finding a secondary structure has produced conflicting results of a polyproline type 

n helix,'^ a-helix,'® and y-tum structure.'^ A 'H NMR study done in DMSO-de on just the 

tripeptiJe repeating unit glycosylated with 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-3,4,6-triactylated-D-

galactopyranose (AcGalNAc) found evidence of a hydrogen bond between the A^-acetyl 

carbonyl and the Thr amide proton.'® The hydrogen bond pattern varied with the bulkiness 

of the N-terminal protecting group adjacent to the Thr. In both cases, the carbohydrate 

provided shielding of the backbone from solvent. At present, there is still no consensus on 

the conformation of antifreeze glycoprotein other than that it is extended, and there are only 

suggestions as to the placement of the carbohydrate with respect to the peptide backbone, 

since it varies with respect to a protecting group that would not be found in the naturally 

occurring glycoprotein. 

Since Ser and Thr are fiiequendy found in turn motifs, several studies have been done 

on small peptides in hopes of showing glycosylation as either stabilizing or destabilizing a 
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turn structure. E>ipeptides to decapeptides have been studied; both Ser and Thr glycosylation 

has been investigated. Hexapeptides are the most prevalent size studied; they have been 

analyzed in both linear and cyclic form. 

Hollosi, Perczel, and Fasman studied various dipeptide combinations of Ser via IR 

and CD as representatives of P-tums of type I, EE, and in. Glycosylation was shown to 

increase the magnitude of CD bands characteristic of each type of P-tum." In all cases, the 

carbohydrate was peracetylated, and hydrogen bonding with the carbonyl of an acetyl 

protecting group was responsible for tum stability. This may or may not be significant since 

in nature, the nominal carbohydrate contains an acetyl, but it is a single ^-acetyl as part of 

either GlcNAc or GalNAc. 

Kessler et. al. studied a cyclic hexapeptide via NMR and molecular dynamics 

simulation.^" The cyclic hexapeptide was shown to form both type I and type H P-tums that 

were unaffected by attachment of (2-deoxy-D-lactopyranose) a-1-3 to the Ser in the i+1 

position of the tum. The carbohydrate in this case has no functional group in the 2 position, 

while all known 0-linked glycoproteins have an N^-acetyl group in this position, thus any 

interactions caused by a 2-acetamido would be absent in this study. 

Several studies with glycosylation of Thr have been done. Kahne has studied both 

linear and cyclic hexapeptides glycosylated with a-GalNAc via 'H NMR;^' the 

unglycosylated sequence is known to adopt a type I^ P-tum with Thr in the i+3 position. 

Glycosylation of the linear compound bends the extended portion of the backbone away from 

the glycosylation site such that it resembles the cyclic compound. A disaccharide attached 

to this Thr shifts the P-tum such that the Thr is now in the i+2 position.^ Simanek et. al.. 
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woiking with a heptapeptide sequence fn)m RNA polymerase n, studied glycosylation of Thr 

with P-E)-GIcNAc, and came to the same conclusion that glycosylation causes turn formation 

in the peptide backbone.^ Paulsen, et. al.^"* studied Thr glycosylated with an a-GalNAc in 

N-terminal Interleuken-2 sequences ranging fiom dipeptides to octapeptides. No significant 

differences were seen between the unglycosylated and glycosylated peptide backbone 

solution conformations determined by NMR and molecular modeling. 

From this review of the literature, it is difficult to predict whether a given 

carbohydrate would enhance or destroy a tum structure. The study on dipeptides used 

protected sugars and the results depended on interactions between the protecting group and 

the peptide backbone; the native sugar may not yield the same results. Although Kessler's 

cyclic hexapeptide study concluded glycosylation had no effect on the tum, this study used 

a disaccharide in which the hydroxyl group had been removed from the 2 position. In most 

naturally occurring glycoproteins, an N-acetyl group occupies this position. The A/^-acetyl 

functional group provides both a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor, which might be 

imponant in the functional role of the carbohydrate. Kahne and Paulsen draw two 

completely different conclusions (tum formation vs. no impact) for linear hexapeptides with 

glycosylation on the same amino acid (Thr) with the same carbohydrate (a-GalNAc). It is 

possible the difference in their results is due to the difference in peptide sequence; however, 

there are differences in the experimental conditions as well: Kahne did his NMR work in 

DMSO while Paulsen worked with aqueous solutions. Simanek's heptapeptide work agrees 

with Kahne's conclusion about glycosylation promoting tum formation, even though the 

glycosylation of Thr in this study is with a P-D-GlcNAc. The answer to the question "What 
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is the impact of gycosylation on peptide conformation?" might very well be that "It depends 

on the sequence and it depends on the carbohydrate." In any event, more research needs to 

be conducted to draw a firm conclusion. In this work, the conformational impact of 

glycosylation is determined for two classes of compounds: enkephalin analogues and nuclear 

pore protein models. 

In the case of enkephalin analogues, the peptide sequence, Tyr'-D-Cys'-GIy'-Phe"*-D-

Cys^-Ser®-Gly^, 1, has shown binding to the opiate receptor with mild 5 selectivity. The 

opiate receptor has three subtypes, 5, ji, and k. Morphine, which binds to the n subtype, 

produces excellent analgesia, but a multitude of side ejects. A ligand selective for 5 has 

been hypothesized to produce analgesia with fewer side effects, and its sequence is a result 

of the pursuit of 5-selectivity. Since it is impossible to measure pain and thus consequently 

pain relief in lower life forms, loss of sensation (antinociception) is measured instead. 

Demonstrated antinociception is lost upon peripheral administration of compound 1, 

however, a glycosylated derivative containing P-D-Glc attached to Ser^, 2, has shown greater 

retention of antinociception upon peripheral administration (Fig. 2). An analog containing 

a-D-Glc attached to Ser^, 3, is less effective, but still better than the unglycosylated peptide. 

The original hypothesis had been that the peripherally administered peptidic drug had 

failed to cross the blood brain barrier, and that glycosylation of the Ser with a glucose would 

allow the drug to be recognized by the glucose transporter and actively transported into the 

brain. While the glycosylation achieved the desired outcome, competitive transport studies 

between glucose and these compounds demonstrated that the suggested access route, the 

glucose transporter, was not involved.^ Solution conformations of these compounds might 
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shed light on the mechanism by which the glycopeptides obtained intracranial access, or at 

OR 

HO' 

Tyr - D-cys - Gly - Phe - D-cys - Ser - Gly - NH2 

1 R = H 

2 = p-D-Glc 

3 = a-D-GIc 

RGURE 2: Enkephalin Analogs Studied by NMR and Molecular Modeling 

least empirically determine properties necessary for the desired transport effect. The solution 

conformations were determined for the three compounds in Fig. 2 using a combination of 

molecular modeling and NMR. In the enkephalin analogues, however, glycosylation is on 

a residue external to the cyclic pharmacophore. Since the pharmacophore is somewhat 

constrained, it is possible that the carbohydrate will not exert the same effect as if it were 

attached to a more flexible molecule. 
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While the enkephalin analogues provide a system which allows conformational 

results to be compared to pharmacological data, and possibly contribute to the understanding 

of successful drug transport via glycosylation, it is an unnatural system and a fairly 

constrained one. Few conclusions about the natural conformational role of a carbohydrate 

can be drawn from the enkephalin woric, nor can a lack of conformational impact be inferred 

to hold true for more flexible systems. The second sequence studied addresses both of these 

deficits; it is a fragment from a nuclear pore protein, -Ser-Pro-Ser-Thr-, in which the second 

Ser is naturally found glycosylated with a P-D-GlcNAc.^^ 

Glycosylation was originally thought to alfect biological molecules on the surfaces 

of cells or in the extracellular matrix. In the past ten years, many proteins within the nucleus 

and cytosol have been identified as having glycosylation sites of either Ser or Thr."^ Since 

all of these proteins that are found glycosylated are also found phosphorylated, some role in 

regulation is suspected."® At least three of these proteins appear to form a macromolecular 

complex necessary for proper functioning of the nuclear pore."' Recently, the glycosylation 

of nuclear pore proteins has been shown to be involved in the recognition of cytosolic 

molecules targeted for transport into the nucleus through the nuclear pore.^° Also, the 

carbohydrate is known to bind to cytosolic factors necessary for nuclear transport.^' Since 

conformation can be important in both recognition and binding processes, the effect of 

glycosylation on this sequence is worthy of study. 

Cysteines were added to both termini of the nuclear pore sequence -Ser-Pro-Ser-Thr-

to allow cyclization with a disulfide bond. Using this sequence, the cyclic and non-cyclic 

forms can be studied along with the cyclization rate to determine if glycosylation helps to 
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form turns rather than stabilize or destabilize them. In this case, the cyclic analogs form a 

six residue ring which has more flexibility than the enkephalin analogues, but will still be 

constrained enough to study. The linear analogs can also be studied so that the impact of 

glycosylation can be seen for molecules of various degrees of flexibility. The nuclear pore 

peptide sequence was studied unglycosylated and glycosylated at Ser"^ with a variety of sugars 

(Fig. 3). The P-D-Glc was selected for study since it has proven useful in drug transport; 

the P-D-GlcNAc and a-D-GalNAc were included since both of these carbohydrates are 

found in nature 0-linked to Ser or Thr. 

OH 

OR 

OH 

Ac - Cys - Ser - Pro - Ser - Thr - Cys - NH2 

R = H 

P-D-GIc 

P-D-GlcNAc 

= a-D-GalNAc 

4 

5 

6 

7 

FIGURE 3: Cyclic Nuclear Pore Peptide Analogs Studied by NMR and Molecular Modeling 
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NT' 

SH 

HO 

HS. 

HO 

Ac - Cys - Ser - Pro - Ser - Thr - Cys - NH2 

8 

9 

M 

11 

H 

P-D-Glc 

P-D-GlcNAc 

a-D-GalNAc 

FIGURE 4: Linear Nuclear Pore Peptides Studied by NMR and Kinetics 

The solution conformations of the cyclic compounds are determined by a 

combination of NMR and molecular modeling to evaluate the impact of glycosylation on a 

sequence thought to form a turn. The linear compounds (Fig. 4) were only studied by NMR 
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since they proved to be too flexible for molecular modeling techniques. Finally, the rate 

constants for the cyclization of the linear molecules were determined by tracking disulfide 

exchange with EUmans reagent using UV-Visible spectroscopy. A complete description of 

the experiments conducted is included in the next section: Methodology. 
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METHODOLOGY 

£)etemiining the solution conformation of a molecule is valuable for understanding 

its chemical reactivity or biological activity. NMR is a crucial tool for determining aspects 

of conformation such as atom-atom distances and dihedral angles. Molecular modeling is 

then used to draw the molecule in a conformation that fits the NMR data. Where the NMR 

data is absent or the molecule is quite flexible, modeling can determine the most likely 

conformation or range of motion. The typical battery of NMR experiments for peptides or 

proteins that have not been isotopically enriched include a DQF-COSY,'^ TOCSY/^ and 

NOESY. In experiments where the product of the correlation time of the molecule, Xc, and 

the Larmor firequency approach one, a ROESY is used so that nOes can be observed, ^ 

however greater care must be taken in interpretation of the data.^^ 

The DQF-COS Y provides information on protons coupled through bonds. Coupling 

beyond three bonds is rare except through rigid systems or double bonds. In peptides and 

proteins, the amide NH (7-9 ppm) region provides an evenly distributed NMR probe since 

every amino acid but proline should have an NH signal. Crosspeaks between the NH and 

protons in the 4-5 ppm region allow identification of the a-proton coupled to each amide 

proton. These crosspeaks are valuable in determining the coupling constant for oH-NH 

which can provide the <]) dihedral angle in rigid systems and the conformationally averaged 

(1> angle in flexible systems through use of the Karplus equation. In special cases where the 

coupling constants are at the extremes of the observed range, a single dihedral angle can be 

inferred. DQF-COSY data is also valuable in that the spectrum is less crowded than a 

TOCSY; crosspeaks are unambiguous since they imply a vicinal relationship. 



The Total Correlation Spectroscopy (TOCSY) provides crosspeaks for entire spin 

systems. Since no coupling occurs across a peptide bond, each amino acid can be 

represented by one aliphatic spin system. Examination of the amide region often allows 

identification of an amino acid or a group of amino acids by the spin system. For example, 

an amide proton coupled to two a protons denotes glycine, while a system of an a with two 

P protons denotes a cysteine, serine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, asparagine, aspartic acid, 

tryptophan or histidine. Often the chemical shift of the ^s will distinguish cysteine from 

serine, etc. Carbohydrates also become apparent since the coupling doesn't occur through 

an ether, acetal, or ketal linkage, and therefore each monosaccharide is seen as one spin 

system. 

The NOES Y or ROESY experiment provides crosspeaks for protons linked with a 

nuclear Overhauser effect, nOe. In the limit of very short mixing times, the intensity of nOe 

is proportional to the inverse sixth power of the distance between the two protons in 

constrained systems, so crosspeaks occur for protons that are close in space. In flexible 

systems, the data cannot be interpreted as exact distances since it is conformationally 

averaged; instead the nOes are categorized as strong, medium, or weak. Strong nOes are 

assumed to be generated between protons in close proximity, ~ 2A, most of the time. 

Medium nOes are assumed to be generated between protons that either are - 3-4 A apart 

most of the time, or very proximal for short periods of time. Weak nOes are assumed to be 

generated between protons that either are 4-5 A apart most of the time or else very proximal 

for very short periods of time. In general, nOes are not seen for protons that are greater than 

5 A apart. The NOESY or ROESY experiment allows sequence specific NMR assigrmients 
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to be determined. Crosspeaks in the amide region denote protons proximal to the NH. This 

often includes the a proton of the prior amino acid in the sequence. For example; if one 

knows from the TOCSY data that the spin system is a Thr, but there are several Thr residues, 

then knowing that this spin system is the Thr adjacent to Gly will often allow assignment to 

be made. 

Of late, the chemical shifts of the a protons have been used to predict secondary 

structure.'® A ^-sheet conformation moves the chemical shift of the a protons involved 

downfield, an a-helix moves the chemical shifts of the a protons involved upfield. The 

chemical shift for a random coil conformation is used as a reference and a move greater than 

0.1 ppm of this value is considered significant. Any one amino acid can experience an 

upfield or downfield shift, but if several amino acids in. a sequence display the same trend, 

a secondary structure is likely to be the cause. It is difficult to use chemical shift indices for 

determining secondary structure in short glycopeptides. The chemical shifts for a 

glycosylated amino acid will change because of the electron donating or withdrawing effects 

of the carbohydrate. What then can be used as a reference for random coil conformation? 

As more data is gathered on glycoproteins and glycopeptides, random coil reference values 

may be determined for various sugars, amino acids, and linkages that will make this a viable 

method. 

When working with proteins or other large biological molecules, it is assumed that 

the molecule has one dominant conformation, and therefore nOe intensities and 'JOH-NH 

coupling constants can be interpreted more exactly. A range of atom-atom distances and 

dihedral angles is used as a constraint in modeling the molecule. In smaller systems, the nmr 
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data provides the weighted average of all conformations sampled. The data is seldom used 

as a constraint, but more of a validation of molecular modeling results. Some agreement 

should be found for the average of the conformational ensemble and the experimental data. 

A conformational ensemble can be generated computationally in several ways. 

Molecular dynamics explores conformational space by distributing a Boltzmann average of 

velocities (for a given temperature) amongst the atoms in a molecule. The force field 

equations are used to evaluate the forces acting on each atom, and a new position is 

calculated for a user defined time step. This method seeks to enact the molecules natural 

motions. It is a good method for exploring the local potential energy surface and is better for 

refining larger molecules for which many NMR constraints exist, than exploring the 

flexibility of smaller molecules. 

The Monte Carlo method uses an algorithm to randomly alter torsion angles to create 

new conformations. A larger area of conformational space is explored in this fashion. This 

is a better method for smaller molecules since flexibility may allow the molecule to sample 

more conformational space than implied by nmr data. 

Of note here is the presently poor methods of modeling solvent interactions. 

Individual water molecules can be drawn into a conformation, but the question arises as to 

quantity and arrangement. Furthermore, every extra molecule adds significantly to the 

computation time. A less strenuous treatment of water is the generalized Bom solvation 

model.^' This method represents solvent as a dielectric constant present along solvent 

accessible surface areas, but not in the interior of the molecule. The dielectric constant used 

in energy calculations for non-bonded interactions is varied based on the atoms' distances 
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from the solvent accessible surface area. While this solvation treatment adds little to the 

computation time, it doesnl allow for hydrogen bonding with solvent molecules. This 

method is presently more effective for organic solvents that dont engage in hydrogen bonds, 

than for solvents such as water. 

In the conformational work on glycopeptides, DQF-COSY, TOCSY, and ROESY 

experiments were performed. All experiments were conducted at 500 MHz and 30° C in 

90% H20/10% D2O with a concentration of ~ 5 mg/0.5 mL solvent (- .75 mM). A spectral 

window of 6250 Hz was collected using 2048 complex points in the F2 dimension and 750 

real points in the Fi dimension. Convolution with a fifty-point Gaussian function was 

performed prior to the F2 transform to remove the water signal. The DQF-COSY was zero-

filled once, and an unshifted sinebell function was applied to the F2 dimension. The ROESY 

was treated with a ninety-degree shifted sine bell function; the TOCSY was treated with a 

skewed fortyfive-degree shifted sinebell. A complete listing of macros used in the 

processing of data is included in the appendix. 

For each compound, 30,000 random conformations were generated using Monte 

Carlo search algorithm in the MacroModel 6.0 package.^® The AMBER force field^' and 

GBSA solvent model for water were applied. In general, the search was broken into six runs, 

each generating 5,000 conformers each. A new conformation was used as the starting point 

in each run. An initial 2,000 iterations of the conjugate gradient method of energy 

minimization was applied to each conformation and then a 50 kJ/mol cutoff employed. The 

output of each mn was then subjected to 10,000 iterations of minimization and a 25 kJ cutoff 

employed. 
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RGURE 5: Extended versus Folded peptide. If glycosylation promotes tum formation, then 
the terminal thiols will be more proximal and cyclization should be faster. 

The reduced form of the peptide models of nuclear pore protein were cyclized using 

Ellman's reagent. Hypothetically, the rate of cyclization might be indicative of the 

conformation of the molecule. Since the cysteines involved in the cyclization are at the 

termini of the molecule, they should be far apart. If glycosylation were to fold this molecule 
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into a hairpin turn, with Pro'-Ser^ at the juncture, (Rg. 5, see also Fig. 28), then the ends 

would be closer together, and a larger (faster) rate constant for the cyclization step should 

result. 

The mechanism for disulfide interchange between Ellman's Reagent and a dithiol 

is shown in Fig 6.''® If an excess of glycopeptide is used, and the reaction is run in dilute 

solution, then step (e) should be at a minimum, and the reaction can be reduced to 2 steps; 

(b) and (d). Assuming that addition of a carbohydrate at Ser"^ will not affect the pKa of 

the thiols in Cys' and Cys^ then running all reactions at the same buffered pH should 

result in comparable results without adjusting for pKa, since rate constant differences are 

of interest, not the absolute value. 

HSRSH ^ HSRS- + (a) 

HSRS" + ElIS-SEU . HSRS-SEU + EES' (b) 

HSRS-SEU 'SRS-EU (c) 

"SRS-EU SRS + EDS' (d) 

HSRS-SEU +HSRS' ^ HSRS-SRSH + EDS* (e) 

FIGURE 6. Mechanism of dithiol oxidation by Ellman's reagent^® 

To measure the rate constant of cyclization (ki). Swain's method of evaluating rate 

constants for consecutive, irreversible first order rate constants was applied. The model is: 

ki k2 
[A] [B] ^ [C] (1). 
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Unfortunately, the first step of the dithiol interchange is bimolecular, however, use of a ten

fold excess of one reagent will make it pseudo first order and the method can be used. The 

kj observed in this case will really be: 

ki = ki [excess reagent] (2). 

This model assumes the reaction is tracked through measurement of a byproduct produced 

in each step of the reaction. The dithiol reaction with Ellmans' reagent meets this criteria 

since EllS' is produced in each step, and can be tracked with UV-Vis; Ellmans' reagent 

absorbs at 330 nM, while EllS' absorbs at 412 nM. The anion concentration is therefore a 

measure of the extent of reaction (F). If xi and xi are the mole fractions of each leactant that 

has reacted, then 

[EIISI = XI + X2 = F (3). 

The reaction equation in terms of ki, ka, and reactant concentrations is very complex, but 

can be simplified with the following substitutions: 

0 = k,t (4) 

p = ka/ki (5). 

The reaction equation now simplifies to: 

(Kp-l) = e'^®-(I-p)e'®. (6). 

However simplified, it is still transcendental, and therefore must be solved graphically. 

0 in this case, is related to the extent of the reaction as follows: 

(|) = F/a - 2 (7) 

where F is the extent of reaction, and a = initial concentration of limiting reagent. Note that 

the left side of eq. 6 is only dependent on <|) and p. By picking a point in the reaction, e.g. 
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15% complete, <|> can be calculated, p given a value and then 0 determined by a process of 

successive iterations. This process was repeated for a table of 20 p values ranging from 100 

to 0.01 (Table 2). 

TABLE 2: Summary of Calculated 0 Values for Run 2 of Compound 5 

Rxn time: 15s 35s 59s 127s 
-1.622 -1.243 -0.8218 -0.4406 

fi_ 0 0 0 0 
100 0.2145 0.4807 0.8944 1.5180 
50 0.2196 0.4858 0.8996 1.5230 
20 0.2352 0.5016 0.9153 1.5390 
10 0.2584 0.5292 0.9434 1.5670 
5 0.2921 0.5825 1.0050 1.6300 
2 0.3459 0.7001 1.1870 1.8640 
1.5 0.3629 0.7467 1.2740 2.0000 
I.l 0.3797 0.8001 1.3810 2.1850 
0.9 0.3904 0.8371 1.4650 2.3430 
0.7 0.4037 0.8856 1.5900 2.5960 
0.5 0.4187 0.9509 1.7760 3.0210 
0.2 0.4479 1.1220 2.4870 5.2520 
0.1 0.4603 1.2280 3.3830 9.2390 
0.05 0.4672 1.3050 5.0820 17.3900 
0.02 0.4716 1.3650 10.7900 41.9300 
0.01 0.4731 1.3890 20.5700 82.8500 

After 0 has been determined for each p, a graph of p vs 0 provides all possible 

combinations of kz and ki that would produce the measured anion concentration at that point 

in the reaction. The process is then repeated for a different point in the reaction, ie. 30% 

done, and a second graph of all possible combinations of k2 and kl that would produce the 

anion concentration measured at 30% done is generated. The two graphs now represent two 

solutions for two unknowns (Fig. 7). Since the difference between the two graphs is the time 



elapsed in the reaction, i.e. first graphical solution is for a reaction time of 15s and the second 

graphical solution is for a reaction time of 45s, adjustment for the time difference should give 

an intersection of the graphs corresponding to the correct p and 0. The second graph is 

adjusted by t2 - tj along the x-axis since the x value is 6 = k|t (Fig. 8). Once p and Q is 

known, ki and k2 can be calculated from equations 4 and 5. 

The reactions of the nuclear pore peptide analogues with Ellmans reagent were 

conducted under pseudo first order conditions with the glycopeptide in excess. Each reaction 

was run in 50mM acetate buffer at pH=5.0 in a reaction tube. All solutions and vessels were 

sparged with Argon prior to use and sealed with a rubber septimi. Each solution was kept 

in a water bath at 30° C; the reaction tube was stored in the same water bath. A Spectral 

Instruments Model 420 UV*^ probe was blanked in acetate buffer prior to insertion in the 

reaction tube. A baseline was recorded for approximately twenty seconds prior to addition 

of Ellman's reagent. Approximately 0.3mL of [ElIS-SEll] = 0.22 mM was added to 3.0 mL 

of a 0.22 mM solution of glycopeptide. The absorption at 410 tiM was recorded every 4 

seconds for 15 minutes. The reaction was deemed done when the absorption of anion 

appeared unchanged. Reaction solutions were quickly stored under Argon in a freezer and 

evaluated by HPLC at a later date to determine identity of reaction products and to ensure 

that no side reactions occurred to any significance. 

All data was imported into EXCEL,"^^ where calculations were done. A program for 

calculating 6 for each p value in Table 2 was written in LabView;"*^ the program is included 

in the appendix. 
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CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS OF ENKEPHALIN ANALOGS 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

The three enkephalin analogues, 1-3, were studied by high resolution (500 MHz) I-D 

and 2-D NMR/ Preliminary NMR data was collected on 2 in both water and DMSO-d^ to 

compare solvation effects on conformation. After chemical shift assignment, the nOe pattem 

was the same, fiirther NMR work was conducted using DMSO-d6 for simplicity's sake. 

Since nOes can cancel when the product of the motional correlation time of the molecule, 

"Cc, and the angular Larmor frequency, (o, approaches 1, and the molecular weight of the 

compounds studied on a 500 MHz instrument make this likely to happen, ROES Y rather than 

NOESY experiments were conducted. Complete and unambiguous assignment of all 

resonances (except for distinction of sidechain protons P and ^ * was carried out by the 

combined analysis of 1-D ^H, TOCSY, and ROESY NMR spectra. 

'H chemical shift depends on the electron density and proximity and orientation of 

unsaturated groups around a nucleus, which depends on a multitude of factors that 

include temperature, solvent, molecular structure, and conformation. The experimental 

conditions for recording the NMR data were identical for each compound and the only 

structural change in the molecules was glycosylation of the Ser^ hydroxyl. Since this 

structural change should not affect electron density in chemical bonds beyond the residue 

of attachment, changes in 'H chemical shift to residues other than Ser^ are likely to be the 

result of conformational changes in the molecule. Chemical shifts varied little from 

1 Initial NMR was done by Bih-Show Lx)U 



compound to compound (Table 3). The homonuclear coupling constants were obtained 

firom the highly digitized 1-D traces of 2-D spectra. The coupling constants (Table 4) 

yielded no extremes useful for determining conformation. 

TABLE 3: 'H NMR chemical shift assignments for glycopeptide analogues 

Residue Proton 1 2 3 

Tyr' NH 8.10 8.08 8.10 
oH 4.09 4.08 4.09 
pHs 2.92 2.91 2.92 

2.83 2.82 2.83 
<K2,6) 7.01 7.01 7.01 
<K3,5) 6.69 6.69 6.69 
0(OH) 9.35 9.34 9.35 

D-cys' NH 8.74 8.72 8.72 
ctH 4.58 4.58 4.58 
PHs 3.06 3.06 3.06 

2.63 2.64 2.64 

Gly^ NH 8.88 8.86 8.89 
oHs 4.01 4.01 4.02 

3.26 3.25 3.26 

Phe^* NH 8.83 8.81 8.83 
cxH 4.42 4.27 4.27 
PHs 3.13 3.12 3.12 

2.81 2.80 2.81 
(K2,6) 7.25 7.26 7.26 
0(3,5) 7.24 7.24 7.25 
(K4) 7.16 7.19 7.19 

D-cys^ NH 7.47 7.45 7.45 
oH 4.42 4.45 4.40 
PHs 3.20 3.20 3.22 

3.10 3.10 3.11 
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TABLE 3: 'H NMR chemical shift assignments for glycopeptide analogs continued 

Residue Proton 1 2 3 

Ser® NH 8.27 8.15 8.21 
oH 4.28 4.51 4.50 
PHs 3.65 3.95 3.65 

3.56 3.62 3.63 

Gly^ NH 8.15 8.15 8.21 
oHs 3.69 3.67 3.72 

3.66 3.64 3.58 

TABLE 4: Vicinal Coupling Constants, 'JNH-OH 

Residue ^JNH-OH 

1 2 3 

D-cys~ 7.5 7.6 7.8 

01/ 6.8 7.4 6.5 

5.8 4.6 5.6 

Phe^ 7.8 7.9 7.9 

D-cys^ 7.2 7.4 7.2 

Ser*^ 7.6 8.0 7.8 

Gly^ 6.1 7.5 6.1 

5.8 5.3 5.9 

Initially, ROESY experiments for each compound were conducted with a mixing 

time of 200 ms. The nOe patterns were the same for both peptide and glycopeptides. No 

non-trivial nOes (greater than four residues) were found, which is not unusual for a 

hexapeptide. Sequential nOes ( otHi - NH j+i) were examined, and all were of approximately 

equal intensity except for Phe"*, which was much weaker. Since this absence could denote 
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a greater distance between these two protons, but might also be due to nOes from two 

proximal protons having opposite nOe effects, ROESY experiments were conducted on 

compound 2 at mixing times of 25, 50, 100, and 300 ms, and the nOe peak buildup rates 

determined (Table 5). If cancellation had occurred, the peak would build up and decay 

quickly; if on the other hand the protons were far apart, buildup would be slow or non

existent. The buildup demonstrated that a sequential nOe for the Phe'^ existed, but built up 

more slowly than the other sequentials. Since peptides are smaller, much more flexible 

molecules, it cannot be assumed that they have only one conformation, and their nOes as 

well as coupling constants are time-weighted averages of several conformations. Assuming 

that the protons in the cyclic portion of the molecule are likely to have similar relaxation 

rates, the nOe buildup rates were used to generate the average distance between the 

sequential protons (Table 5), by comparison with the P protons of D-cys",which are at a 

fixed distance of 1.77A. An NH-NH crosspeak found between Phe"* - D-cys^ also is 

included. The nOe for one of the Gly' protons was found to build up and then drop off at a 

sharp rate, and therefore its distance was not calculated. 

Two caveats exist for use of a ROESY instead of a NOESY experiment to evaluate 

nOes."*^ First, a ROESY employs a spin lock pulse generating an rf field that varies with the 

offset from the transmitter. As a result the intensity of ROESY peaks can vary based on their 

distance firom this offset. Since distances are calculated based on nOe intensity, ignoring this 

offset might give erroneous estimates of distance. Since the majority of nOes evaluated in 

this experiment are sequential, cdHi-NHi+i, and the a protons all have approximately the 

same transmitter offset, which is true of the amide protons as well, any error arising from the 

offset should affect the sequentials equally. Intensity differences between sequential nOes 

should then be genuine, and could be interpreted as a genuine difference in the average 

distance between those protons. Care must be taken when interpreting intensity differences 
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for nOes generated from different offsets such as NH-NH or PH-3H. 

TABLE 5: NOE Peak Buildup and Average Distances 

NOE NOE NOE calculated Mol. Mech. 
crosspeak buildup distance Distance 

Tyr'a-D-cys^NH 1.3 2.0 3.2 

D-cys^a-GIy^NH 1.6 1.9 2.2 

Gly^a-Phe'^ l.l 2.0 2.4 

Gl/cx'-Phe'*NH a a 3.4 

PheVD-cys^ 0.26 2.6 3.3 

D-cys^a-Ser^NH 1.2 2.0 3.1 

Ser'^a-Gly^NH a a 2.6 

Phe'^NH-D-cys^NH 0.35 2.5 2.3 

® could not be obtained because of overlap with diagonal peak. 

The second caveat for interpreting ROESY data originates from TOCSY-like 

(Hartman-Hahn) crosspeaks that arise in J-coupled protons. In a typical ROESY, the 

diagonal peaks and crosspeaks are opposite in phase. The Hartman-Hahn artifact has the 

same phase as the diagonal and therefore when present, leads to a reduction in the intensity 

of the nOe crosspeak. The danger here is that the nOe crosspeaks occurring between two 

protons of a known distance (i.e. nonequivalent geminal protons) frequently used to translate 

nOe intensity to distance are most prone to this effect. With the calibration peak intensity 

artificially low, calculated nOe distances are likely to be artificially shorter than they would 

be if the Hartman-Hahn effect weren't present. This effect is best minimized using a 

relatively small value for rf field strength, i.e. 2 kHz. In the present experiment, a 3 kHz 
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field strength is used which gives rise to good nOe crosspeaks, but also has in all probability, 

reduced the intensity of the nonequivalent geminai protons used to calculate distances. This 

will be discussed further in the molecular modeling results. 

Monte Carlo Simulation. 

Molecular modeling techniques were used to seek out the many possible 

conformations of glycopeptides 2 (P-D-glc) and 3 (a-D-glc), as well as the unglycosylated 

peptide 1. The resulting ensemble of low energy conformers for each molecule was 

compared to the NMR data above to refine and/or validate the results. 

Six Monte Carlo search runs, each generating 5,000 structures, were conducted for 

each analogue using MacroModel® Version 4.5."*'^ The AMBER force field*^^ and 

Generalized Bom Solvent Accessible Surface Area (GBSA)"** solvent model for water were 

employed. The results of the six runs were then combined, duplicate conformers eliminated, 

and a 25 kJ/mol energy cutoff employed, yielding a total of 128 conformers for 1, 100 

conformers for 2, and 81 for 3. 

The NMR data was analyzed for possible constraints that could further pare down the 

number of solution conformers. The a-H to N-H coupling constants for each amino acid 

could not be used as constraints since all were in the average range of 4-8 Hz (Table 4). The 

fact that the nOe pattern of a weak sequential oHi-NHi+i from Phe'^-D-cys^ correlated with 

an NH-NH nOe for these same two residues was in agreement with a reverse turn 

conformation (Fig. 9). The ensemble of conformations for each analogue was screened for 

all of the possible P-tum types, and a type IT' was found for 20% of 1, 27% of 2 and 44% of 

3. 

The average distance for each of the sequentials was generated from the ensemble of 

conformations and compared to the nOe-generated distances for 2 (Table 5); the molecular 
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mechanics results give larger distances than those from the nOe averages. The sequential 

ctHi - NHi+i distance is largely dependent upon ijr for the i"* residue since the amide bond is 

generally considered to be planar. Having measured the sequential proton distance through 

a 360® rotation of Hf, a distance of 2.0 A was never obtained. The closest the a proton ever 

came to the amide proton of the next residue was 2.12 A when y = 120°. With four of the 

six calculated distance shorter than 2.12 A, it is likely that the 3 protons of D-cys" used to 

quantitate the nOe buildup rates have suffered a Hartman-Hahn effect which would decrease 

the oosspeak intensity and scale the other distances down. What can be interpreted correctly 

from the nOe data? The trend is that almost all of the sequentials are the same average 

distance with the exception of Phe"^. This residue, however, has an NH-NH crosspeak with 

the adjacent D-cys^. The Monte Carlo data demonstrates this trend for the cyclic sequentials, 

but is a little bit high for the pendant portions of the molecule. The ensemble of 

conformations correctly demonstrates proximity for the NHs of Phe"^ and D-cys^. 

Attempts to cluster each of the analogues into families using the XCluster"*^ program 

of Macromodel were unsuccessful. A variety of criteria was used for overlay such as all 

torsion angles, the cyclized backbone torsion angles, all heavy atoms, all backbone heavy 

atoms, all heavy atoms in the cyclic portion of the backbone, and just a-carbons; all failed 

to give good separation into clusters. Since grouping wasn't possible, another method of 

summarizing the ensemble of conformers for comparison purposes was necessary. To 

evaluate the conformational space sampled by each analogue, Ramachandran-like scatter 

plots were generated for each residue. Plots for both 0 vs. ij/ representing the cyclic 

backbone (Rg.lO), and pendant backbone (Fig. 11) are presented. A plot for Xi vs ^2 and 

X2 vs. X3 was also generated for Ser^ to adequately see the effect of a vs. 3 carbohydrate 

linkage on conformation (Fig. 12). This last plot would be expected to exhibit any exo-

anomeric effects displayed by the glycoside. 
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Before utilizing the molecular mechanics results, some comparisons with 

experimental data were made to ensure their accuracy. Analysis of the <1),\|/ plots 

demonstrated little difference in the torsion angles sampled by the peptide, 1, and 

glycopeptides, 2 and3 (Rg. 10 & II). This is in agreement with the chemical shift data and 

nOe pattern, which also varied little between the peptide and the glycopeptides. The nOe 

results suggesting a turn conformation, and the existence of about 25% type if P-tum 

conformations in the molecular mechanics results, lends further credence to the 

computational results. The vicinal coupling constants determined by NMR were all 

averages, also consistent with the molecular mechanics results. As a trend, the molecular 

mechanics sequential distance averages matched the nOe's, but were slightly higher than the 

experimental for the pendant portions. Overall, it would seem that the ensemble of 

conformations is reasonable; the differences between computational and experimental results 

can probably be attributed to the inability to accurately determine the amount of time spent 

in each conformation and therefore weight the ensemble correctly. 

All of the analogues gave the identical lowest energy conformation (Fig. 13), which 

strictly speaking is not a P-tum; it actually resembles more of a y-tum. An overlay of the 

first twenty low energy conformers of 2 (Fig. 14), demonstrates the flexibility in the ring, and 

thus explains its failure to cluster. While the analogues sample a P-tum structure, exactly 

how much time is spent in this conformation is uncertain. 
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In the glycopeptide enkephalin analogues studied, the pendant carbohydrate appears 

to have virtually no impact on the peptide backbone conformation. Examining the (|>,\|r plots 

for differences in sampled conformational space, only the residue of attachment, Ser^, and 

adjacent residue, Gly^, show any appreciable variation. It is not surprising that the 

carbohydrate only impacts the pendant portion of the molecule; if the cyclic portion is 

already constrained further constraint introduced by the carbohydrate may have little impact. 

The linkage (a vs. P) of the carbohydrate seems to limit the influence of the carbohydrate on 

the peptide backbone conformation. A large difference in the flexibility of Ser^ and Gly^ 

results from a ^-D-glucose attachment; a slight increase in the space sampled is noted with 

an attached a-D-glucose. The a anomer, 3, has much less influence than the P anomer, 2. In 

examining the X2 vs. X3 scatter plots for Ser^, the a connection can only achieve a gauche 

plus conformer for X3 (the serine oxygen to anomeric carbon torsion angle), while the P 

connection achieves both gauche plus and minus conformers about this bond. If constraint 

of the carbohydrate becomes of value in glycopeptide drug design, the impact of the 

carbohydrate on the rest of the molecule may be controlled to a much greater degree with 

an a linkage. This may also be of some importance in understanding the core regions of 

naturally occurring O-linked glycoproteins, the great majority of which contain an a-linked 

GalNAc residue attached to serine or threonine.^" 
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Ihc cyclic portion Is positioned and iaheled as in a P-lum with the l>cys" being the i position 

and the D-cys^ being the i+3 position, turning the moLvule so that the i position shields the 

i+3 position from sight (and the i+l shields the i+2 position) gives a right (obverse) and left 

(reven?e) face (l ig. 15). The ex(x:yclic portions of the moleciiie all go to the obverse face of 

the ring. This Is in partiiil agreement with the conformation of [ I aju|^-enkephalin (H-Tyr-

Cily-(ily-Phe-I^u-C)H) determined by x-ray diffraction, in which the backbt)ne formed a '*p-

bend^ that coukl be thought of as approximating a plane with the Tyr' and side chaias 

both found on the same skle of the plane, while the C jeu^ side chain was on the opposite side.^' 

While the Tyr' Is on the obverse lace in both the glycopeptides and [ I-euj ̂ -enkephalin, it 

is dinicult to make a dinx't comparison. 

"H. 

I 'KiiJRK (4: Overlay of twenty k)west energy conformers of 4 
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between the glycopeptides and the side chain of Leu^. To correspond to the [Leu]^-

enkephalin conformation, the D-cys^ sidechain should be on the the reverse face. However, 

the use of a D-amino acid in position 5 is likely to reverse this orientation. Of greater interest 

is the presence of the C-terminal dipeptide pendant group on the obverse face, which could 

potentially produce undesirable interactions with the pharmacophore (Tyr'-Phe'*), or could 

mask the polar backbone carbonyls by intramolecular H-bonding to render the cyclic peptide 

more lipophilic. This last possibility could be an important issue in the transport of these 

drugs across membranes. 

Conclusions 

The peptide and glycopeptide enkephalin analogues sample the same confonnational 

space. The carbohydrate has virtually no impact on the cyclic portion of the peptide 

backbone, but does influence the exocylic portion - its residue of attachment. Ser^, and the 

Gly^ adjacent to it. Given a non-cyclic peptide backbone, it may demonstrate more 

influence, particularly turn induction and stabilization as found by Kahne" and by Fasman.'® 

The carbohydrate only influences the exocyclic portion of the backbone when it has the 

flexibility of a ^-linkage; an a-linkage is much more constrained since its axial connection 

places the plane of the carbohydrate ring perpendicular to its bond of attachment rather than 

the linear relationship enjoyed by the P-connection. The a-linkage distorts the exocyclic 

backbone less. The C-terminal exocyclic portions of the molecule, including the sugar 

moiety, are displayed on the obverse face of the cyclic portion (Fig. 15). This fact may be 

useful if one considers the backbone ring as a scaffold for the attachment of pharmacophoric 

side-chains. The possibility of directing portions of a peptide to one face of a flexible ring 

using D vs. L amino acids is potentially of great value in designing the shape of glycopeptide 

drugs. Presently, glycosylation may be used to improve molecular properties important to 



t'KiiiRii 15: Reverse and Obverse Face of 2. 
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substitution, cyclization, and/or a linkage. Neither the overall hydrophobic/hydrophilic 

nature of these analogs, as influenced by the carbohydrate and its positioning in the overall 

shape of the molecule, nor the influence of the carbohydrate on the dynamics of the molecule 

in solution have been evaluated in this work. Both of these topics may be valuable in 

explaining the pharmacological results seen with glycosylation. With further exploration, 

the effect of glycosylation on transport properties may be determined, and conformation-

inducing properties may be simultaneously exploited to design glycopeptides to target 

particular peptide receptors and increase bioavailability simultaneously. 
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CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR PORE PEPTIDES 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

The four cyclic nuclear pore peptides, ^7, were also studied by high resolution (500 

MHz) 1-D and 2-D NMR. Assignment of all proton resonances (except distinction of P from 

P' in each amino acid) was achieved through a combination of DQF-COS Y, TCKTS Y, and 

ROES Y spectra. The chemical shift assignments are listed in Table 6. No evidence of cis-

Pro was seen in any of the spectra; glycosylated Ser has been shown to not stabilize cis-Pro 

conformations as aromatic amino acids are prone to do.^^ Glycosylation changed the 

chemical shifts of backbone protons within the Ser^, Ser"*, and Thr' residues. Not much 

change was seen in the Pro^ residue, even though it is adjacent to the glycosylated residue; 

however, proline is a conformationally restricted residue. If glycosylation restrains 

conformation of neighboring residues, the proline, which is already restrained, would not 

show a large difference. Of note are the chemical shifts of the proline 5 protons, which in 

all compounds but 2 (the a-GalNAc) are separated by = 0.II ppm; glycosylation with a-

GalNAc gives them a larger chemical shift difference, 0.17 ppm. The chemical shifts for 

residues Cys' and Cys® are almost identical for every compound. It would appear that 

glycosylation has no effect further than two residues from the glycosylation site. 

TABLE 6: Chemical Shift Assignments of Nuclear Pore Peptides 

Residue Proton 4 5 6 7 

Cys' NH 8.32 8.33 8.31 8.33 
oH NA 4.64 NA NA 
PH 3.18 3.18 3.18 3.16 
pH' 3.04 3.01 3.04 3.06 
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TABLE 6: Chemical Shifts of Nuclear Pore Peptides continued 

Ser^ NH 8.21 8.14 8.23 8.29 
oH 4.94 4.97 4.95 4.88 
PH 4.21 4.18 4.23 4.18 
pti' 3.95 3.98 3.95 3.94 

Pro^ oH 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 
pH 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.41 
pH' 1.99 2.02 1.97 1.88 
YH 2.21 2.22 2.21 2.05 
YH' 2.07 2.05 2.05 2.05 
5H 3.99 3.98 3.98 3.94 
^ 3.87 3.87 3.86 3.77 

Ser"^ NH 8.01 
oH 4.45 
pH 3.99 
pH' 3.92 

Thr^ NH 7.93 
oH 4.62 
PH 4.44 
YH 1.18 

Cys^ NH 8.38 
oH NA 
PH 3.32 
pH' 3.18 

Sugar HI 
H2 
H3 
H4 
H5 
H6a 
H6b 
NH 

8.24 8.06 8.09 
4.62 4.54 NA 
4.40 4.15 4.00 
3.87 4.00 3.92 

8.00 7.95 7.96 
4.64 4.59 4.56 
4.47 4.44 4.44 
1.19 1.17 1.18 

8.37 8.40 8.40 
4.67 NA NA 
3.31 3.31 3.32 
3.20 3.17 3.16 

4.49 4.56 4.89 
3.25 3.71 4.15 
3.49 3.51 3.86 
3.31 3.53 3.73 
3.42 3.44 3.76 
3.93 3.91 3.94 
3.71 3.73 3.92 

8.17 7.91 

NA = not available because it overlapped with the water resonance at 4.70 ppm 
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The ^JoH-NH coupling constants for each amino acid except Pro were determined and 

are included in Table 7. The coupling constants for 'JOH-NH for all residues other than Thr 

were averages, and only the a-GalNAc compound showed any significant differences in 

TABLE 7: 'JOH-NH Coupling Constants for Nuclear Pore Peptides 

Residue 4 5 6 7 

Cys' NA 6.7 NA 6.7 

Ser^ 7.5 7.7 7.5 6.8 

Ser'^ 7.0 7.0 6.7 7.0 

Thr® 9.7 9.8 9.6 9.3 

Cys^ NA NA NA NA 

GlcNAc/ 
GalNAc 9.5 9.2 

NA = not available because resonance overlaps with water resonance. 

its average conformation. The Thr^ residue had a ^JOH-NH above 9 Hz, which corresponds to 

a (j) angle of = -140°. This was valuable in validating the molecular modeling results since 

the 0 angle should be restricted to -140° ± 20°. 

The nOe peaks were evaluated for intensity, and pattern differences were noted. 

Because the NMR data was collected in 90% HiO, often the a-protons were saturated along 

with the water peak at 4.70 ppm. Unfortunately, this loss made substantial analysis of 

sequential oHi-NHi+i nOe peaks difficult. The nOe patterns for the NH-NHs were more 

useful. The NH-NH crosspeak for Thr^-Cys^ is strong for every 
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compound. The NH-NH crosspeak for Ser'^-Thr® is much weaker than that of Thr^-Cys^ in 

all glycosylated compounds e.g 5, (Rg. 16b); it is absent from the unglycosylated 

compound, 4, (Fig 16a). All NH-NH crosspeak volumes were measured and compared to 
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13 diaxial crosspeaks in the chair-carbohydrate when available, or else Pro^p^', to calculate 

a 1/r' average distance (Table 8). The NHs of Ser** and Thr^ are closer together when Ser is 

glycosylated. An interesting NH-PH pattern was also found. In all compounds the Cys^ NH 

has crosspeaks of nearly equal intensity to its own PHs and to the Thi^ oH and PH (Fig. 17). 

TABLE 8: Atom-Atom Distances Calculated from NH-NH NOEs for Cyclic Compounds 

Compound S4-T5 T5-C6 

4 4.2 2.4 

5 2.8 2.6 

6 2.8 2.4 

7 2.9 2.4 
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Monte Carlo Simulation 

The Monte Carlo search methods described in the Methodology section yielded 

the final ensemble of conformers listed in Table 9. Since there are a larger number of 

conformers for each compound than in the enkephalin analogues, it can be assumed that the 

larger ring size makes these compounds more flexible than the enkephalin series. Clustering 
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was attempted to pare down the ensembles to a few representative conformers, but to no 

avail. Ramachandran-like scatter plots were generated of the <|) vs \(f angles of each amino 

acid, in each compound. All plots for a given amino acid were then overlayed so that 

differences in sampled conformational space could easily be seen (Fig. 18a-f). From the 

NMR data, no differences are expected in either Cys' or Cys^ which can be seen in Fig 18a, 

f. Also, the Thr^ 0 angle should be approximately -140°, which is also true (Fig I8e). So 

far, the conformational ensembles agree with the NMR results. 

TABLE 9: Conformational Ensembles of Nuclear Pore Peptides 

Compound: # of Conformers 

4 282 

5 292 

6 334 

7 629 
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FKjURE 18 a). <)> vs i|r plot of Cys  ̂in Nuclear Pore Peptides 
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FIGURE 18 b). <|> vs v plot of Ser2in Nuclear Pore Peptides 
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FIGURE 18 C). <j> vs )|r plot of Gly3 in Nuclear Pore Peptides 



FiGURH 18 d). <(> vs >|r plot of Ser^ in Nuclear Pore Peptides 
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FkjURE 18 e). <|> vs >)f plot of Thi^ in Nuclear Pore P^tides 
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FICHJRE 18 F). VS plot of Cys  ̂in Nuclear Pore Peptides 
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In assessing the nOe data, the Thi^ -Cys^ amide protons should be close in all 

compounds. This is not found as the lowest energy conformation for any of the glycosylated 

compounds, but it is found represented throughout the conformational ensembles of every 

compound. Since many of the conformers do not show the Ser^-Thr' amide protons' 

proximity demonstrated in the nOe data, it is apparent that there are some erroneous 

conformers in the ensemble. This is expected for any conformational search. Molecular 

modeling is not perfect and the energy cutoff employed is usually higher than one would find 

populated conformational states. This provides the guarantee that no conformations are 

missed, but gives some conformers that would not really exist in solution. 

The Thr^NH-Cys^NH protons approach closely in a turn conformation. The nOe 

represents a weighted average distance, and there may be conformers where these protons 

are more distant. However, conformers with these two protons in close proximity are 

probably a better representation of the solution conformation. A subset of each ensemble 

was made containing all conformers that met the distance requirement of less than 3 A 

between the Thr^ NH and Cys® NH, and further analysis was done on both the entire 

ensemble and the subset for each compound. 

Additional evidence for a T^-C*^ turn, in addition to the strong Thr^NH-Cys^NH nOe, 

is the approximately equal intensities of nOes for both the sidechains of Thr^ and Cys^ to the 

Cys^NH- The amide proton of Cys^ could only have an equal average distance to protons on 

both Thr® and Cys® if the sidechains for these residues were in a syn arrangement (Hg. 19). 

The sidechains can only be syn if the backbone is bent into a turn. For this molecule to be 

cyclic, another tum in the molecule is necessary. Computational results for all compounds 
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have a reverse turn for the Ser^-Thr' residues. The nOe between the Ser'^NH and Thr^NH is 

evidence of an additional reverse turn with Pro'-Ser'^ in the comers of the turn. 

33 

3A 

RGURE 19: Thr^-CYS^ region of molecule demonstrating proximity between Cys^ 
NH and both Thr^ and Cys^ sidechains. 

Since there is a proline in the sequence, a P-tum with the proline in the i+1 position 

would be likely. It is appropriate here to discuss P-tums since there is no clear consensus on 

the definitions of p-tums. A common motif found in proteins is the reverse turn in which 

a peptide chain changes direction by 180®. This motif has been commonly referred to as a 
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tight turn, reverse turn, P-tum, P-bend, P-loop, P-foId, P-twist, hairpin bend, 3io bend, U-

bend, kink, widget, and chain reversal to name a few.^' Venkatachalam studied the 

theoretical conformations of four successive residues stabilized by a hydrogen bond between 

the CO of the first residue, i, and the NH of the fourth residue, i+3 (Fig. 20). ̂  His results 

showed three types, (I, H, and IH), listed in Table 10. The mirror images of these turn types 

exist as well and are usually referred to as t, n', and Hi'. Others have since added more 

denned types that can account for less than 7 A between the a-carbons of the i and i+3 

residues, but they will not be discussed here. 

In addition to defined P-tums, there exists a chain reversal without the previously 

defined hydrogen bond referred to as an "open reverse turn." A chain reversal with a 

hydrogen bond between CO of residue i and the NH of residue i+2 is known as a y-tum (Rg. 

20). In this work, only Venkatachalam's defined P-tums, open reverse turns, and y-tums 

were considered. (See Figure 21 for a diagram of each turn and appropriate atom-atom 

distances marked for comparison with the nOe data.) Note that in the three types of P-tums, 

the amide bond between the i+1 and i+2 residue orients the CO and NH perpendicular to the 

plane of the tum. If the plane of the tum in Figure 21 is considered to be in the plane of the 

paper, P-tum types I and HI position the NH of i+2 residue coming out of the page toward 

the reader, and P-tum type II positions the NH of the i+2 residue going into the page. The 

difference between types I and HI is the \if angle of the i+2 residue; technically a type in P-

tum has the same angle as a 3to helix. 
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TABLE 10: Types of 3-tums Defined by Dihedral Angle 

<t>i+l Vi+I <l>i+2 Vi+2 

Type I -60 -30 -90 0 

Type n -60 120 80 0 

Type in -60 -30 -60 -30 

Using Figure 21, it can be seen that the nOe pattern would change significantly for 

type I and n turns; types I and m on the other hand, would be almost indistinguishable. The 

major difference between turn types I and n is centered around the NH of the i+2 residue, 

which in the nuclear pore peptides is Ser'*. This amide proton would be equidistant from the 

Ser'* a-proton (2.2A) and the Pro^ a-proton (2.2 A) in turn type H. In turn types I and HI, the 

Ser"* NH is further away from its own a-proton (3.0 A) and much further from the Pro^ a-

proton (3.5 A). In evaluating y-tums, the NH of the i+2 residue is bent inward to rest in the 

plane of the turn rather than perpendicular to it. While the requirement for the y-tum is only 

a hydrogen bond between the CO of the Ser^ and NH of Ser"*, an NH-NH ctosspeak between 

Ser"* and Thr^ would also be seen since the Thr^ NH is never found turned away from the 

interior of the turn in any of the conformational ensembles. 

Analysis of the computational results for 3-tum types is listed for the entire 

ensemble, (Table 11), and also for the conformational subset. The looser the definition of 

the turn (i.e. including open reverse and y-tum), the greater the number of conformers 

meeting the criteria. Representatives of all turn types were found for each compound. The 

NMR data was analyzed in search of corroborating evidence. According to the computational 
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results, a P-D-GIc increases the type N P-tum, while an N-acetyl group in the 2 position 

(GlcNAc, GalNAc) decreases the percentage of P-tums. This, however, is not supported by 

the nOe data. All of the P-tum types have the amide bond between the i+1 and i+2 residues 

perpendicular to the plane of the turn. Rotation about the Pro v angle moves the amide 

ZM 

2M 

type m 

FIGURE 21: Diagrams of P-tum and Y-tum types with their atom - atom 
distances labeled for nOe comparison. 
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bond such that the amide proton points to the interior of the turn, such as in a y-tum. The 

range of motion for the Ser^NH is thus furthest from the Thr^NH in a P-tum, and closest in a 

y-tum. The nOe data shows the same proximity in amide protons of Ser'*-Thr® for the P-D-

Glc as the other glycosylated compounds. If the N-acetyl group were to destroy P-tum 

character, it could only do so by tilting the Ser"*NH toward the Thr^NH» which should be 

reflected in the average distance between these protons. 

TABLE 11: Populations of Turn Types Found in the Conformational Ensembles 

open P-tum type 

compound reverse v-tum I II HI 

Percentage of each turn found in entire ensemble: 

4 54 34 1.1 12 6.4 

5 45 58 0.3 20 3.1 

6 33 87 1.5 1.8 3.9 

7 81 51 0.3 1.4 1.8 

Percentage of each turn found within subset ensemble meeting the NMR data turn 
requirements: 

65 18 1.3 21 0.0 

45 10 0.0 30 0.0 

88 38 13 13 0.0 

86 48 2.2 4.4 1.4 
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The failure of the molecular modeling ensemble to agree with some of the NMR data 

is probably due to problems in its solvation model. Solvent effects are not handled well in 

molecular modeling - the generalized Bom solvation model treats solvent as a dielectric 

constant whose strength depends on distance from solvent accessible areas. Since a molecule 

cannot hydrogen bond to a dielectric constant, this solvation model lends itself to an 

overrepresentation of molecules with intramolecular hydrogen bonds. In this work, the 

modeling results tend to have many conformers with the carbohydrate covering the peptide 

backbone by hydrogen bonding with the Ser^ and Thr^ sidechains. The N-acetyl group on 

the GIcNAc and GalNAc are especially prone to these interactions. Positioning of the 

carbohydrate over the ring tends to rotate the amide bond from perpendicular to bent inward 

(Fig. 22 a vs. b) - which would lead to fewer conformers of a 3-tum type and the false 

conclusion that these N-acetylated carbohydrates inhibit P-tum conformations. 
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FkjURE 22: Glucose moiety a) away from the turn and b) over the turn. 
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The genCTal shape of the gtycosylated molecule as detenrrined by NMR and molecular 

modeling is a reverse turn for residues Ser -̂Thr ,̂ followed by another bend for Thr -̂Cys  ̂

(Hg. 23). Normally ̂ tums are found with the incoming and outgoing strands somewhat 

planar as in a ^sheet. In this molecule, the sometimes t̂um has the outgoing strand 

twisting downward. 

FkouRE 23; General shape of the glycosylated molecule is a revose for 
Ser -̂Thr ,̂ followed by a twist for T®-C®. Compound 4 is showa 

Coiichisions 

Overall, glycos^ation can be said to enhance turn formation in these cyclic 

compounds- In examining the average NH-NH distances developed fix)m nOe data, the 

ungl̂ cos^ated peptide shows greater average distance for In &ct, ia glycosylated 
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compounds, the average NH-NH distance for these two residues is closer and matches the 

' distance for type n and type HI ^-tums. 

When part of a nuclear pore protein, this particular sequence is recognized by an 

enzyme that transfers a P-D-GlcNAc to the Ser'*^^ Glycosylation of the nuclear pore protein 

is suspected to be responsible for some regulatory behavior since all of these proteins are 

known to be reversibly phosphorylated.^ Glycosylated nuclear pore proteins are known to 

be important in the recognition and transport of proteins and RNA through the nuclear 

pore;^ the glycosylation, however, does not extend the protein to occlude the actual pore 

since molecules can diffuse through even after glycosylation.^® The results from the 

conformational studies of these cyclic compounds show that natural glycosylation with a P-

D-GlcNAc contributes to turn formation, and in particular, a P-tum formation is likely. This 

conformational change may be necessary for binding to the molecule to be transported, or 

it may be necessary for interaction with another nuclear pore protein. It is difficult to 

correlate this conformational change to biological activity since the true sequence is not 

cyclic. In its more flexible linear form, a different conformational effect might be seen. 



CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS OF ACYCLIC NUCLEAR PORE PEPTIDES 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

The four linear nuclear pore peptides, 8-11. were also studied by NMR using the 

same methods as in the cyclic cases. The chemical shifts are recorded in Table 12; The ^JOH-

NH coupling constants are listed in Table 13. 

TABLE 12: Chemical Shifts of Reduced Nuclear Pore Glycopeptides 

Residue Proton 8 9 10 11 

Cys' NH 8.30 8.31 8.31 8.30 
oH 4.54 4.53 4.55 4.55 
pHs 2.93 2.92 2.93 2.92 

Ser^ NH 8.43 8.43 8.43 8.43 
oH 4.80 4.80 4.82 4.81 
pHs 3.88 3.87 3.89 3.91 

3.88 3.87 3.89 3.84 

Pro^ cxH 4.50 4.48 4.47 4.50 
PHs 2.33 2.34 2.33 2.34 

1.99 1.98 1.96 1.96 
YHS 2.04 2.04 2.04 2.05 
6Hs 3.86 3.84 3.83 3.86 

3.77 3.76 3.74 3.74 

Ser'' NH 8.37 8.55 8.32 8.53 
oH 4.50 NA 4.64 NA 

PHs 3.92 4.26 4.09 3.99 
3.92 3.99 4.03 3.81 

Thr^ NH 8.12 8.04 8.00 8.26 
cxH 4.42 4.44 4.42 4.45 

PH 4.32 4.32 4.29 4.26 
YH 1.22 1.24 1.23 1.23 
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TABLE 12: Chemical Shifts of Reduced Nuclear Pore Glycopeptides cont'd. 

Residue Proton 8 9 10 11 

Cys*^ NH 8.22 8.19 8.20 8.40 
oH 4.53 4.55 4.55 4.53 
pHs 2.95 2.98 2.98 2.96 

Sugar HI 4.47 4.56 4.92 
H2 3.30 3.71 4.16 
H3 3.49 3.54 3.88 
H4 3.37 3.42 3.97 
H5 3.45 3.45 3.78 
H6a 3.92 3.93 3.85 
H6b 3.72 3.74 3.72 
NH 8.13 7.90 

The chemical shift data was similar to the cyclic compounds in that Cys', Cys^, and 

Pro^ showed no change upon glycosylation. Ser resonances were virtually unchanged as 

well except for in compound 11. The GalNAc resolved the P protons that had been 

degenerate in every other linear compound. Beyond the Ser'*, which was expected to have 

changes due to the stmctural difference, only the amide protons of Thi^ and Cys^ showed any 

change. The nOe pattern shows similarity to the cyclic compounds in that the C^NH shows 

proximity to both the Thr^ and Cys® sidechains. Also, the same two NH-NH crosspeaks are 

found in every ROESY spectrum, however, the intensities have varied (Table 14). It is 

noteworthy, that in all of these compounds, the S'^NH-T^NH distance is comparable to the T^NH-

C^NH average distance in all gycosylated compounds. The unglycosylated peptide shows a 

greater disparity in nOe intensity for these pairs of amide protons. 
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TABLE 13: OH-NH Coupling Constants for Reduced Nuclear Pore Peptides 

Residue 8 9 10 11 

Cysl 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.2 

Ser2 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.8 

Ser4 6.5 NA 6.6 NA 

Thr5 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.9 

Cys6 7.4 7.5 7.3 7.3 

GalNAc 9.4 9.5 

TABLE 14: Atom-Atom Distances Calculated from NH-NH NOEs for Linear Compounds 

Compound S4-T5 T5-C6 

8 2.7 3.5 

9 2.9 3.0 

10 2.5 2.6 

11 3.0 2.9 

The disparity between the amide protons of Thr^ and Cys^ for the unglycosylated, 8, 

as compared to any of the glycosylated compounds, 9-11. was thoroughly investigated since 

if this data were true, glycosylation of Ser'* would result in a bend in the backbone at Thr^. 
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The NH-NH crosspeak regions of the ROESY data are shown in Fig. 24. While the actual 

crosspeak volume for T^-C^ is less for the unglycosyiated. this crosspeak is very close to the 

diagonal. A one-dimensional horizontal slice through the ROESY spectrum at the Thr^ 

amide resonance (Fig. 25) demonstrates that the diagonal peak is affecting the crosspeak 

volume. The T^-C® crosspeak isnTt actually smaller, its baseline is on the downward slope 

of the diagonal peak. 

The nOe pattern for the Ser'* NH is also of interest (Rg. 26). In these more flexible 

compounds, nOes are found between the Ser'^NH and the Pro^ PHs and yHs for all 

compounds. Furthermore, the intensities of these crosspeaks were identical for all 

compounds. For the Ser'^NH to reach the PHs or yHs, the molecule must be in a very 

extended form about the Pro^-Ser"* linkage (Fig. 27). Since the molecule can be cyclized, 

it must also be able to form a turn (Fig. 28). The Ser'* is demonstrating an ability to sample 

the same conformational space despite glycosylation. The presence of the Ser'^NH-Thr^sH 

crosspeak in all compounds demonstrates a proximity resembling a turn conformation for S*-

jS , even for the unglycosyiated compound. 

Conclusions 

From the little variation in chemical shifts, coupling constants, and nOe patterns, 

glycosylation appears to have little impact on the acyclic peptide backbone. Previous studies 

have shown O-linked glycosylation with GalNAc to promote the extended conformation in 

mucins, and to promote turn formation in acyclic peptides. It would seem glycosylation *s 

impact on conformation is dependent on sequence. In this study, however, glycosylation was 
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FIKJURE 27: Extracted fonn of 11 draioostrating tbe interactions of the galactose N-acet^ 
group with the peptide backtrane. 

shown to cause turn promotion of the cyclic form and to have no significant impact on the 

acyclic form of the same sequence. These results can be e^lained if the solution 

conformations of the unglycosylated compounds are considered. NMR data reflects an 

average conformation. If gtycos^ation restricted access to some conformational space, the 

extent of the change seen in the NMR data would depend on how populated tbe eliminated 

conformations were. The cyclic nuclear pore peptide has a large population in the extraded 

conformation around the Ser^ residue, evidenced by the large S^NH-T'NB average distance. 
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The acyclic nucear pore peptide, however, shows proximity between its S^NH-T^NH, 

demonstrating a lai^r population in the turn conformation between these two residues than 

in the extended. If glycosylation were to restrict some of the extended conformational space, 

then the cyclic peptide would have a greater population displaced and show a greater 

difference in the NMR than would the acyclic peptide. The acylic compounds show no 

difference upon glycosylation because the restricted conformational space is sparsely 

populated. 

What is counterintuitive in these results is that one would expect a linear flexible 

peptide to sample the extended conformation more than the cyclized peptide. The cyclization 

of this peptide sequence must make the extended conformation about Ser^ more favorable. 

A re-evaluation of the computational results for the cyclic compounds reveals that only the 

unglycosylated compound, 4, can sample a y angle of approximately 180° for Ser^. This 

would mean that glycosylation eliminates the anti conformation for the Ser"* \|/ angle. In the 

acyclic peptide, greater proximity between Ser'*NH and Thr^NH demonstrates a turn 

conformation is more prevalent than in the cyclic peptide. 

These conformational results compare well with previous work. The two studies 

demonstrating that glycosylation promotes turn formation each show an extended 

conformation for the unglycosylated sequence, while Kessler's study demonstrating no 

impact from glycosylation was done on cyclic hexapeptides shown to form P-tums. Only the 

Paulsen work shows peptides in extended conformations that are unaffected upon 

glycosylation. 
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Part of the sequence used in this work, -SPST-, was part of a larger peptide shown 

to be a substrate for the UDP-GlcNAc transferase at work in the nucleus. It would be 

interesting to see if the sequence studied in this work were also substrates for the 

transferase. With a major difference in conformation between the cyclic and acyclic 

structures, information about the binding conformation might be obtained if correlations 

to enzyme activity were found. It might be that the turn conformation is the recognition 

element in the glycosylation process. 

It is possible that the role of glycosylation for this sequence is not a 

conformational one. Glycosylation may simply be blocking a site that would be 

recognized by another enzyme, or preventing two proteins from aggregating into a 

particular superstructure. A better picture of the events occurring at the macromolecular 

level might make for a better selection of a model sequence, or even a completely 

different experiment involving exploration of a different role for the carbohydrate than 

conformational impact. 
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FtoURE 28: Acyclic nuclear poie peptide, in & turn confonnation. Note the proxmu  ̂
ofSer'̂ andTht^NH. 



KINETICS OF DISULFIDE BOND CLOSURE 

Compounds 8-11 were cyclized with EUman's reagent using the procedure described 

in Methodology. All reactions were conducted in pH=S.O acetate buffer at 30°C. The 

reactions were followed using UV absorption at 410 nM, the wavelength of absorption for 

Ellman's anion. The absorption was recorded every 4 seconds until the absorbance reached 

a maximum - approximately 15 minutes. A sample absorbance vs. time curve is provided 

as Figure 30. The data was stored in tabular form and imported into the spreadsheet 

program. Excel. 

Initial reactions of EUman's reagent with dithioerythritol, DTE, were conducted to 

determine the extinction coefficient for EUman's anion for the reaction conditions. Excess 

DTE was used to drive the reaction to completion. Since each mole of EUman's reagent 

produces two moles of EUman's anion the final absorption should be a function of twice the 

initial concentration. A graph of maximum absorbance vs twice the initial EUman's reagent 

concentration has a slope equal to the extinction coefficient. Standard linear regression 

determined the extinction coefficient to be 11,600 for the reaction conditions. 

All solutions of glycopeptide and EUman's reagent were prepared in 10"^ 

concentration so that the final absorption would be in the 0.4 to 0.6 range — the most accurate 

range for the spectrophotometer. For each glycopeptide, an initial reaction using excess 

Ellmans reagent was used to calculate the true concentration of the glycopeptide. Five runs 

of each reaction with excess glycopeptide with Ellman's reagent were conducted. For each 

run, approximately 3 mL of [glycopeptide] = 2 x 10'^ was added to a reaction tube, and 
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several absorbance measurements taken to establish a baseline. A 0.3 mL aliquot of 

[Ellraan's reagent] = 2 x 10"^ was added via syringe as quickly as possible. 

Using the extinction coefficient, the Ellman's anion concentration was calculated 

fn>m the absorbance. The maximum absorbance was used to calculate the % reaction 

complete for every data point. Four data points throughout the reaction (at approximately 

15%, 30%, 45% 70% complete) were selected for calculation of ki and ki. For each data 

point, the [Ellman's anion] and reaction time were noted. The initial concentration of 

Ellman's reagent was used to calculate the extent of reaction ((», using Eq. 6. There are 

many values of ki and k2 that will give the Ellman's anion concentration measured at the 

given reaction time. Twenty different values of p were entered into a computer program 

written in LabView that would solve for each corresponding 0 using successive iterations. 

A plot of p vs log 0 generated a graphical solution for this particular extent of reaction. 

Having repeated this procedure for another point in the reaction generates another graphical 

solution, and now there are two solutions for two unknowns. Since 0 = kiti, displacement 

of 6 values for a different point in the reaction (i.e. a graphical solution calculated using a 

different <j), and thus a different reaction time, t2) by the difference in reaction time (log ta/ti) 

provides an intersection of the two curves. Expansion of the intersection of the curves was 

done and the p and 0 values read off the graph. From eq. 4 and 5, ki and k2 were calculated 

respectively. 

Four graphical solutions can provide six intersections and thus a maximum of six 

values of kj and ki. Repeating this procedure for five runs of the same reaction would 

provide a maximum of 30 values for ki and ki. In reality, however, not every run is a good 



one, and on occasion, the curves will run tangent to each other rather than intersect. In most 

cases, approximately twenty values were used to average ki and k2. Since samples of the 

data tables and graphical solutions were included in the methodology section, only a table 

of rate constants for each compound is included here as Table 15. A summary of the rate 

constants for each compound is included as Table 16. 

From the mechanism of Ellman's Reagent reacting with a dithiol provided in Fig. 6 

of Methodology, ki is a measure of the rate at which the glycopeptide attacks the disulfide 

bond in Ellman's Reagent. This is not of interest to us since it is most likely to be dependent 

on acidity of the glycopeptide's thiol. The second rate constant, ka, is the rate of ring 

closure, and it is this rate constant that might provide conformational information. In theory, 

if the carbohydrate helps in turn formation, the ends of the molecule should be bent toward 

each other. In this case, the rate of ring closure should be faster since the two ends are now 

closer together. 

The results for k2 show no significant difference between the peptide and 

glycopeptides. The solution conformations for the linear compounds suggest that P-D-Glc 

and P-D-GlcNAc promote turn formation, but they do so by eliminating some of the 

extended conformations. In this case, the effect is probably too subtle to be detected by these 

kinetic methods. The error bars are large; perhaps repetition of this experiment so that 100 

data points can be averaged might make this effect measurable. 
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TABLE 16. Summary of Rate Constants for Nuclear Pore Peptides with FJImans Reagent 

Compound kiobsxio-" k2xi«J^ 

8 24 + 2 123 ± 11 15 ± 2 

9 21 ± 5 139 ± 32 8.9 i 3 

10 21 ± 5 107 ± 24 14 + 5 

11 

41 o
 2 116 ± 14 17 ± 5 

DTE 30 * 4 61 ± 9 15 ± 5 



lAHl •R 15: Rale Conslanls for Nuclear Pore Peptides wilh Ellnians Reagent 

8 9 10 11 
kl k2^ 10-1 kl k2x 10-3 kl k2 X 10-3 kl k2 X 10-3 

97 11519 20 87415 511 7IM4 12 98422 98 08599 14 75998 97 81289 24.1011 

1010155 1641211 484 9202 15 07132 100 6021 12 94749 98.26437 2075343 

110 9108 15 11205 115 1828 28 79784 102 9454 11 00692 104.0869 13 73947 

1199152 16 R16(I<) 205 1687 3 947447 106 4797 10.54149 97.30287 23 97543 

121 1(117 1 1 011.1 If. 72 I0R2 1 .108124 109 9681 8 709474 114.8486 II 11714 

1?? 711*1 nil". 71 ?7'>R7 2 27751R 108 6356 10 53982 123 5712 I0 22I8I 
11 ((.>'111') 7W,|R|| 1 611122 133 1201 14 49678 101 9521 23 32663 

121 'Hl'f 1 \ (.IIKH IS '|(|| '> 1 16(111 132 5084 16 00437 104.8084 2029091 
1 »7 1.' 'H'M 1 7S 71011 1 569112 132 2037 16 22932 144 5858 8.143072 

1 < H ' M  n imr 7S |S\11<I 1 Sr.lIRR 45 42205 6 02569 135 8706 1243488 

1 ? 7 (IJIKi 1 1 IMIl ) ) 'IR r.iiiu 17 51675 56 3984 7 035136 122 1567 14.18972 

127 02116 1) (HI in liiRr.152 8 522128 130 5463 I62843S 108.4916 22.91342 

111 8611 \ \ ( , n n  KIR R956 8 541773 110 4698 21 43536 109.4955 21.19832 

111 8611 1167SJS 1J6 66(11 5 623716 I I 6 2 I  15.41642 139.9992 11.08794 

l .»5 2 126 11 xiMr> 1 lO R5lt7 7 627296 I17.01SS 14 82821 127.6808 16.17971 

110 1821 R 479617 125.5952 12.68261 116.9276 18.72713 
194 R261 4 325138 122.7363 13.85202 99.02246 26.14193 
187 3471 II 0909S 119.6092 14.4464 101.329 19.61729 
166 5982 7 396959 97.77854 29.04023 118.6914 15.04051 
159 4668 9440434 1030964 18.37178 120.3426 13.55539 

1499292 9.763391 I06.96S5 14.82541 123.0622 13.42855 

120.4961 14.07636 

119.3914 12.29254 

56.09847 5.886974 

Avg 
Sid IJcv 
Var 

122 919 
10 72107 
II4 94I2 

14 S4464 
2 0689RI 
0 004281 

116 3015 
40 50619 
1640 751 

6 478898 
4 251336 
0 018074 

107.5779 

2369454 

561 4313 

13.78154 

4,943704 

002444 

II5.624S 

13.83072 

191.2889 

1680415 

S.I053I9 

0.026064 

Recalc 
sans Run 

127 6253 
5 020613 
25 20656 

11 81009 
I 070519 
0 noil 16 

139 1847 
.12 418.16 

1050 95 

8 938922 
124821 

0 010551 

vo 
O 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In this work, the impact of glycosylation on peptide backbone is dependent on the 

conformation of the unglycosylated backbone. Glycosylation will bend an extended 

conformation into a turn, but will have no effect if a turn conformation is already present. 

While some insight into the functional role of carbohydrateshas been gained from this 

research, many questions are left to be answered. 

In the enkephalin analogs, glycosylation was not shown to significantly impact 

peptide conformation, yet glycosylation was shown to improve the pharmacological effect 

of the peripherally administered enkephalin compounds. Other roles for the carbohydrate 

beyond conformation should be explored. The hydrophilic carbohydrate may be 

providing amphipathic properties to the enkephalin analogs that favorably changes their 

distribution in living systems resulting in a larger portion of the analog reaching its target. 

Partition coefficient studies would quantitate the increase in hydrophilicity. 

Furthermore, photoaffinity labeling may provide details of membrane interactions. 

Changes in the solution dynamics could also be probed with 13C relaxation 

measurements. 

The nuclear pore peptide models showed that glycosylation only affected an 

extended conformation. The conclusion that the carbohydrate has no conformational role 

for nuclear pore protein p62 depends on whether a four residue peptide is an accurate 

model of the glycosylated portion of the protein. The true glycosylated sequence for p62 

is now known.^' The majority of glycosylation occurs on a twenty amino acid stretch 

from Ser^'^-Thr^'*. A larger portion of the nuclear pore protein sequence should be 
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characterized to determine the accuracy of the model 

The kinetics work appears to be a useful tool in characterizing conformation. It 

should be tested further to determine whether the k2 measured is actually the ring closure 

step of the mechanism. The method could be validated by evaluating the ring closure 

rates of carbon chains of varying lengths with terminal thiols. Theoretically, a five or six-

membered ring should have a much faster rate of closure than a nine or ten-membered 

ring. A correlation between the size of the ring and the ring closure rate would prove that 

k2 is truly the ring closure step. 



Appendix A: Felix®® Macros for Processing 2-D NMR Data: 

DQF -COSY 

F2: 

cl 

cnuc 

cy Building Macrix sam3cdq£ 

bid sani3cdqf 2 4096 1024 0 y 

;def swidth 4717 

def phaseO 30.8 

def phasel 0.0 

mat sain3cdqf write 

for row 1 750 

esc our 
if tout ne C finish 

re sam3cdqf 
cnv 0 50 

be 0.2 

zf 4096 

sb 2048 90 

pol 5 

bfc 

pn 
shI 2872 

def datsiz 204 8 

red 

sto 0 trow 

dr 
cy row = &row 5 

next 

ty F2 transform finished 

finish: 

ex return 

end 

Fl: 

cmx 

mat san3cdq£ write 

def phaseO -33.7 

def phasel 40.1 

;def swidch 4717 

for col 1 4096 

esc out 

if fcout ne 0 finish 

loa &col 0 

shr 1 

sb 751 0 

zf 2048 

rf t 

ph 

red 

sto &col 0 
ty col = tcol S 

dr 

next 

ty Fl transform finished 

finish: 

ex return 

end 



TOCSY: 

F2: 

cl 
cntx 
cy Building Matrix sair.3ctoc 

bid sam3ctoc 2 2048 1024 0 y 
def pbaseO -128.8 

def phasel 1.2 

mac sanGccoc wrice 

for row 1 750 

esc out 

if touc ne 0 finish 

re saiii3ccoc 
cnv 0 50 

be 0.2 

zf 4096 

sb 2048 90 

bf t 

ph 

pel 5 

; Shi 1024 

def dacsiz 204E 

red 

SCO 0 Grow

er 

cy row = fcrow s 

nexc 

cy F2 cransfonr. finisnec 
finish: 

ex recum 

end 

Fl: 

anx 
mac sam3ccoc wrice 

def phaseO 92.4 

def pbasel -4.9 

for col 1 2048 

esc ouc 

if feouc ne 0 finish 

loa fccol 0 

def dacype 1 

zf 2048 

shr 1 

qsfa 751 45 O.T 

rfc 

ph 
red 

SCO &col 0 
cy col = tcol S 

dr 

nexc 

cy Fl cransforr. finished 

finish: 

ex recum 

end 



ROESY: 

F2; Fl: 

cl 

cinx 

cy Building Hacrix sajiGcroe 

bid sain3croe 2 2048 1024 C y 

def phaseO -6.9 

def phasel -66.0 

mat sam3croe wrice 

for row 1 750 

esc ouc 

if tout ne 0 fir.isr. 

re seun3croe 
cnv 0 50 

be 0.2 

rf 4096 

sb 204S 90 

bf 1 
e ̂  

ph 

pol 5 

red 
sto C trow 

dr 
cy row = trow s 

next 

cy F2 cransforrr. finisnec 

finish: 

ex recurn 

end 

cnx 

mac samBcroe wrice 

def phaseO -14.2 

def phasel 0.0 

for col.l 2048 

esc cue 

if fcouc ne 0 finish 

loa &col 0 

shr 1 

zf 2048 

sb 751 90 

rfc 

ph 

pol 5 

red 

chi 15 

fit 10 fcchi 3 10 10 

SCO SCCOL 0 

ty col = &col S 

dr 

nexc 

ty Fl cransform finished 
finish: 

ex reciim 

end 
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APPENDIX B: PROGRAM IN LABVIEW FOR GENERATING THETA VALUES 
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Appendix C: Experimental Details for Ring Closure Kinetics Experiment: 

Since air can oxidize thiol to sulfide, all solution flasks were purged with Argon prior to use. 

All solutions wens prepared in volumetric flasks fitted with rubber septa. The acetate buffer 

(50 mM), pH=5.0 was prepared first, and then sparged with argon for 15 minutes prior to 

use. The Ellmans Reagent, DTE, and glycopeptide solutions prepared are listed below in 

Table 1. 

Reaeent Molecular Wt WL of samole Vol. of buffer Concentration 

Ellmans 396.35 g/mol 4.4mg 50 mL 2.22 X 10"^ M 

DTE 154.25 1.7 20 5.51 X 10"^ 

8 637.73 2.7 20 2.11 X 10-" 

9 772.87 1.9 20 1.23 X 10"* 

10 828.91 3.9 20 2.35 X 10-" 

11 828.91 3.5 20 2.11 X 10"* 

All reactant solutions were stored in a 30°C waterbath prior to use, and were 

transferred via syringe fix)m the flasks under positive argon pressure. Each run was 

conducted by adding the excess reagent to a reaction tube suspended in a water bath at 30°C 

and under a positive argon pressure. The UV probe was inserted and absorption at 412 nM 

recorded every four seconds. After approximately one minute, the limiting reagent was added 
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via syringe and absorption recordings continued for approximately another 15 minutes. The 

data was stored in tabular form and the read into Excel where all calculations were 

subsequently performed. 

The extinction coefficient for Ellmans anion was determined for reaction conditions 

of 50 mM acetate buffer, pH=5, 30®C through a series of reactions of Ellmans Reagent with 

excess DTE. Quantities of 0.25mL, 0.30 mL, 0.35 mL, and 0.40 mL of Ellmans reagent were 

each added to 3.0 mL of DTE in separate reactions. The absorption at 412 nM was recorded 

every four seconds for each reaction until it stabilized. All concentrations were calculated 

and a graph of Absorption vs [Ellmans anion] provided a linear plot. Linear regression 

provided an extinction coefficient of 11,600 ± 200. 

The first run of each glycopeptide (0.3mL) used excess DTE (3.0 mL) to determine 

the true concentration of the glycopeptide from the final absorption of [Ellmans anion] and 

the reaction equation. Five consecutive runs were then conducted using 3.0 mL of 

glycopeptide and 0.3mL of Ellmans Reagent. 
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